
Why                  info systems ? Our Services

                         
Sphinax Info Systems, a global IT solutions company with over 8+ years of strong  market presence, has  been  
empowering  its  clientele  with  path  breaking  innovative IT solutions. We offer high quality Professional 
Software Services and Products at  affordable price. 

 Faster ROI  
 Win Win Win situation
 Flexibility & Scalability
 Cost Saving   

 Specialized Support Team

Data Migration 

SAP Implementation and Maintenance 
SAP R3 Services 
SAP Business One Services 

 Enterprise solution on Java platform 

 Web Design & Mobile App Development

Customized ERP

Third Party Integration
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Provides an end to end HR solution from orientation of new employees to tracking                       
employee activities, Payroll processing and all employee related contracts and policies.

Our Software Products Include:

 All types of structured cables 
IP Surveillance Products  

Storage devices
Switches 

 Laptops
Desktops

Printers
Routers 

 A Versatile product to forecast the activities of dealers and end users in the supply  channel. 
Sales Pro can be seamlessly integrated with SAP R3 and SAP B-one.

Does real time tracking, geo-fencing and generates reports remotely.

Keeps track of all your assets with intimations of Renewal due dates for AMC’s.

 Tracks the in-bound calls based on the service category. Automatically closes or escalates these 
calls based on the SLA’s.

A Plug and Play Web based application for creating your customized e-commerce platform.

E-Comm - Online Shopping Portal 

IMS - Incident Management

AMS - Assets Management 

GPRS  Tracker - Tracking software

HRMS - Payroll software

SalesPro - Billing software

Our Hardware Products Include:
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The success secret of an organization is to have a competent core team along with the right equipment and 
software catering to every employee's professional needs. 

Employee Identification
Employee identifications such as contract details, family members and their contact details can be 
stored in this module. This allows the HR team to maintain good rapport with employees. 

  “ Whatever your HR challenges may be, we have a solution customized for your business.”
HRMS Payroll Software

HR Help Desk
With our          HRMS , employees queries, requests can be addressed through an integrated system 
based on priority. 

Attendance Module
Our        HRMS Attendance module allows employees to use his credentials to mark his attendance 
through a ” and ” function and HR department to track and analyze attendance “clock in “clock out
records, especially for calculating the monthly salary.

TDS Module
The         HRMS TDS Application Module allows the employee to plan his investment and other source 
of income detail.  After the specified time frame, the edit option will be disabled and actual TDS will  
arrive  and validated as per the tax slab of the employee.

Payroll Module
           HRMS payroll module automatically calculates the pay for each and every employee and payslip 
will be generated. The        HRMS Payroll Module has an option to process the payroll for numerous 
times within the current month for an overview of payments and budget allocation. An unique key 
“Exit Payroll”is added to ensure that the data gets automatically saved which cannot be reversed.

Mobile Application
       HRMS Mobile Application Module provides employees to access their own records using their 
credentials through mobile devices. 

Leave Management Module
Our          HRMS leave management module keeps track of employee’s leave management, regardless of whether it is  
SME or large enterprise.  

 Advantage of          HRMS
          HRMS application software is cost effective and works  as a standalone application and can also 
be seamlessly interfaced with the existing  applications (SAP R3, SAP B1, etc.).

Payslip

Organizational Chart

        HRMS Organizational chart module enables you to create a well-defined organizational hierarchy 
describing the positions and responsibilities to keep the workforce organized and informed.

News & Notification
All Organizational announcements can be intimated to each and every end user by posting 
Notifications.  End users task, remainders, to-do-list can be marked from end user ID so that an 
employee will not skip any of the delegated tasks.
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SAP R3 - An Overview 

SAP R/3 is one of the main product of SAP, where R stands for Realtime and the number 3 relates to three  tier application architecture 
(Data base, Application Server and Client). It is the ERP (Enterprise Resource  Planning) system that aims to integrate all the different 
modules (SD, MM, PP, FI, CO, HCM etc.), in the  company. The integration results in consistency of data throughout the system and the 
company. 

SAP R/3 Software is highly robust and has been developed using ABAP/4 as a programming language, SAP  R/3 architecture is designed 
to support most of the open standards available today. It can run on UNIX, NT,  AIX, Linux etc. All the components work in the coordinated 
manner. 

SAP Business One - An Overview  

SAP Business One is built for small to medium sized businesses that have outgrown their accounting-only or legacy systems and are 
looking for a single, integrated solution to manage their entire business. SAP  Business One provides executives and managers with 
instant access to critical business information so they can confidently make informed business decisions. It is a comprehensive solution 
that covers virtually all  aspects of your business including finance, logistics/operations and customer relationship management. 

Why Sphinax Info System? 

Sphinax  Info  System  helps  enterprises  to   achieve  their  business objectives and sustain 
competitive advantage.  Our SAP Solution Studio Lab equip organizations across domains 
with the right enterprise management system tools and methods, enabling them to derive the 
best output from  SAP implementations and rollouts 

Our SME team provides SAP Implementation and support  services with proven tools, 
templates, methodologies and  accelerators to leading corporates. With a well-established  
foothold, SAP needs of customers are met with our consistent  high-quality Implementation 
and on-budget delivery,  Sphinax Info Systems through its Centre of Excellence (CoE)  
constantly provide productized solutions to nurture a culture  of  innovation  and  impart  
cutting-edge  advantage  to organizations adhering to the industry accepted best practices 

  SAP Consulting                                         
  SAP Implementation and rollout Services                
  SAP Annual Maintenance Support Services                
  SAP Enhancement                                       
  SAP Patches and notes update                          
  SAP Development                                       
  SAP Testing                                            
  SAP Data migration                                   
  SAP Archiving                                         
  SAP Cloud Services 

Our SAP Support Services
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                 SalesPro - A web based SCM application  software  allows  a  company to  organize and track the  Direct  

and Channel Sales process efficiently. With its multiple configuration options SalesPro processes Goods Purchase, 

Inventory Control, Distribution, Accounting, Reports etc. effectively.

SalesPro Functions

SalesPro generates purchase orders for the SKU's (Distributors) from the principal. Once the goods purchase is 
done, the goods are transferred to the inventory as stocks after the quality check at the SKU point. The damaged 
goods are returned by the SKU to the principal through a purchase return order generated by SalesPro.

SalesPro tracks each customer's order from order placement - dispatch – invoice, it also tracks accounting process 
of payments and receivables and allows making advance payments, creating credit and debiting note. SalesPro 
facilities returning of goods through the sales return process.   

SalesPro can set direct and channel sales targets and the consolidated reports compiled by Salespro allows the 
management to have a better sales performance latitude.

Salespro also provides detailed and customized reports on inventory, distribution and accounting of customers and 
SKUs.

SalesPro Advantage

SalesPro works as a Standalone application and can also be seamlessly interfaced  with the existing legacy 
applications (SAP R3, SAP B1, etc.). SalesPro is cost-effective software which can be configured without any 
compromise on the existing applications.

SalesPro
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The primary function of IMS is to capture incidents like Enquiry, Requests and Complaints from 
the customers directly or routed through call coordinator. It allows the organization to analyze 
the reasons for non-conversion of enquiries to an order and helps in initiating course 
corrections.

Trigger's mails and messages to the respective stakeholders when an incident is created, 
assigned and completed.

Automatic escalation procedure is available when an incident is not resolved within the 
committed time.

 SLA, Ticket Category or policies are customizable based on priority of the issue or request. 

Multiple reports can be generated based on incidents both present and past, resolver's history 
and customer behaviour. The reports help the management to conduct root-cause analysis for 
any given issue and arrive at permanent solution.

IMS
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Let your business take a turn  
   into digital business world

Why sphinax for your 
 business?

Brand promotion

Drive sales across all devices

Fast access

Custom design

Powerful seo and search marketing

Easy inventory report

Cloud storage

“online”
E-commerce

your online sale business

pays youplays order on 
 your websiteCustomer You/Seller

Make your 
Profit Margin
         & 
forward the order

Drop Shipper

 Process
 the order

 Drop shipper
 ships the item

The complete POS Ready made retail, invoicing & billing system  which suits for small, medium, 
large retail marketers. Software can be installed on all windows operating system. 
Our inventory software delivers the sales invoice directly to customer inbox using email. 

Retail billing software

Key Benefits

Leading billing software providers 

Using our package you can go paperless.

Sphinax Info Systems

Bar code crinting
Purchase & supplier management
Sales invoice
Purchase order
GST
Customized reports
Stock auditing
Accounts



Sphinax Info Systems  provides  surveillance  and  security   solutions   to Business Houses,  Large   Industries, 

Institutions, SME's, Commercial  &  SOHO establishments. 

We  offer  a  wide  range  of  surveillance solutions,  including  the  latest  High Definition IP Surveillance Systems, 
Access Control, and Intruder Alarm etc. This allows  the  management  to  remotely  manage  and  monitor security  
across the site, by which  it helps  the  organisation   to  minimise    pilferage, protect buildings and assets. 

As surveillance service provider, we evaluate and offer a wide range of CCTV solutions based on the client's  needs  
and  requirements.  We  also undertake  Annual  Maintenance  Service and support of existing  CCTV 
infrastructure. 

Sphinax IP Surveillance
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Today's  Information  age  is  evolving  with  data   populating   exponentially.   Every organization is looking 
forward to having a strong and robust IT infrastructure and ensure that the right information is available at the 
right time to the user irrespective of his location. The servers, workstations, and mission critical applications which 
are the vehicles that delivers advanced information to all the users who access the network are integrated 
seamlessly to provide a strong Infrastructural backbone.          

 For  establishing  a  trouble-free  operation, any  organization  require  a    strong IT infrastructure backed  by  an  
experienced  system  integrator  who  can  deliver a solution cost effectively and is widely acknowledged by 
theindustry.  At Sphinax Info Systems, we specialize in providing cost effective IT Infrastructure solutions for Large, 
Small and Medium Enterprise segments, Banks, NBFC, Government, Public-sector and Private sector enterprises.

Our specialized solutions include: 

 IT Infrastructure

Server & Storage solutions

Networking & Data centre Solutions

Wireless Solutions

Infrastructure Management Services

Annual Maintenance & Support services
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An Android based Customized application facilitates true global tracking of individual employee's 
latitude and longitude position. This application helps the management to view the movements 
on a real-time basis and also  facilitates  the recording  of  business  conversations  between  the  
organization's  employee  and  the prospective client. 

The route scheduler allows the manager to professionally map the travel route of the employee on 
a daily basis. This 24/7 tracking system facilitates generation of real time reports on employee 
movements from any remote location and the access to generate and view the reports are rights 
based.

The Elite tracker  application  which is IMEI  based does  not allow sim  card  change  and  ensures  
that  no additional software is downloaded or installed.  The user device (Tablet, Smart phones) 
can be locked remotely in the event of theft or loss from being misused.

GPS Tracker
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Our real time tracking software facilitates true global tracking of individual employee's latitude and 
longitude position. This tracker application helps the management to view the movements on a real-
time basis

Benefits:
Real Time Tracking

GPS TRACKING APP IMEI based GPS tracking system does not allow sim card change and ensures that no additional 
software is downloaded or installed. This 24/7 tracking system facilitates generation of real time 
reports on employee movements from any remote location

The route scheduler allows the manager to professionally map the travel route of the employee on a 
daily basis. Provides access to generate and view the reports on rights based.

Route Optimization 
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